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FRONT PAGE
Welcome to 2012, the London Olympic Year.
We would expect to be providing news of the postal arrangements and all the philatelic activity
surrounding the celebration of the forthcoming Olympic Games at this time, however the news
from Royal Mail suggests that there will be a minimal amount of material for London 2012.
It is interesting that the three celebrations of the Olympic Games in London will probably occupy
the three bottom spots in a table listing the post marks available during an Olympic Games. The
only real completion being Athens 1896, Paris 1900 and St Louis 1904.
We have been told that the planned Olympic Gold Medal Winner (GMW) stamps will be on sale at
500 Post Offices by midday on the day after the medal is won. Locations have not been named,
but there will be a bias towards London Post Offices - Sunday opening may take place if the need
arises. That's the good news.
First day cancels will be provided for the GMW stamps, but only by the established 'mail in'
process to Special Handstamp Centres. The 'nonsense' part of this process being that if a Sunday
issue occurs, the condition that covers submitted for the first day postmark must be mailed no
later than the day of issue cannot be verified because there are no Sunday collections for mail.
Why even consider opening for sales on a Sunday?
This will present an opportunity if the post offices opened to sell GMW stamps are open for
business rather than just GMW stamp sales - registered (Special Delivery) covers, or covers
cancelled with counter datestamps will be the only genuine postal items available.
There are no plans for either venue cancels or sport cancels. Hopefully the announced use of the
Stadium E20 handstamp will be extended beyond 26th July, 2012. The cancel is changeable date,
and already has the capability to be used until 31 December, so one would hope that this is a
decision within the grasp of the appropriate powers.
I would welcome scans and information about any personal covers that members prepare for the
2012 Olympic Games - they could create an interesting feature in a future issue of Torch Bearer.
News about arrangements for the Torch Relay is equally disappointing, and you will find some
proposals to create personal items on pages 28 - 38.
Please read the cautionary note on page 48, be wary of stamp issues that 'do not look right'. Just
remember, that 62 pages of colour printed labels can be produced for the same cost as one issue
of Torch Bearer (as long as you are not in the UK and prohibited by The Olympic Act.
Users of Delcampe will be aware that they have introduced a change in policy whereby such items
must be listed as 'Cinderella', not stamps, a change that should be applauded.
Bob Wilcock, David Buxton and I look forward to meeting some of our international members in
Athens at the World Collectors Fair. I personally really like Greek coffee, so an excuse to take a
break and have a chat will always be welcome.
A final tip - look out for locally produced postcards relating to the Torch Relay.
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS
Laurenz Jonker utilised the personalised
stamp facility available to those in the
Netherlands to create stamp designs for his
mail over the festive season.
The 'Private' stamps were used on this cover
for the international mail service provided by
TNT post, and use designs related to the
Amsterdam 1928 Olympic Games.
The 'marathon runner' stamp inscribed
'DECEMBER' is a special rate stamp for
Christmas card mailing. (0,36).
The 1928 vignette stamp is domestic rate
(0,46).
Europe Airmail is 0,79, so this item is
overpaid by 0,03.

Bob Wilcock managed to
combine his recent holiday to
New Zealand with seeking
Olympic collectibles.
The New Zealand Olympic
Committee have produced the
illustrated sheet of self
adhesive vignettes
for the
London 2012 Olympic Games.
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This raises an obvious
question - have other NOC,s
produced similar items?
If any member knows of
similar items, please let us
know.
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The New Zealand design
includes the symbolic fern leaf,
and reflects the 'All Black'
nickname of the team, with
text 'LONDON 2012'.
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Brian Hammond provided the illustrations of tickets for two of the 'London prepares' series of
Olympic trial events.
Top illustration shows a ticket is for the first public sports event held in the London 2012
Olympic Park Stratford on 16/08/2011.
The event was held in the Temporary Basketball Arena. The arena has 12,000 seats but only
3,000 tickets were issued for the London prepares event - all tickets were sold out
Lower illustration shows a ticket for the gymnastics test events held at the 02 Arena which will
be re-named for the 2012 Olympic Games as the North Greenwich Arena as shown on the
ticket.
This may be the only occasion where the 02 name appears on an Olympic related ticket.
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W. Moorcroft Ltd - The Athletes
Paula Burger recently attended
an event where various art items
were being showcased.
The illustrated vase may be of
particular interest to those
looking for a high quality
commemorative piece inspired by
Olympic and Paralympic athletes.
The design is titled
THE ATHLETES', and is 20cm
high, designed by Kerry Goodwin
for Moorcroft.
Kerry
Moorcroft
designer
Goodwin drew on the inspiration
of others when she began her
own race in design terms.
Inspired by athletes past, present
and future. Images of athletic
heroes from her own generation
include Daley Thompson, Roger
Black, Tessa Sanderson, Fatima
Whitbread, Dame Tanni GreyThompson and Lord Sebastian
Coe. As each flooded into her
mind's eye, she started to
visualize former hurdle winner,
Colin Jackson, and Great
Britain's gymnastic hope of 2012,
Beth Tweddle, leaping, rolling
and jumping in artistic unison.
And so it is with The Athletes, a
design drawn on the shape 85/8
(height 8"/20cms) to celebrate all
athletic achievements past and
present, and of course, the
Moorcroft contribution to the
Cultural Olympiad.

London is honoured in the central cityscape to ignite excitement for the 2012 Olympics. As
fireworks and other celebrations arranged by officials on the Olympic Committees are put in
place to inspire memories of an historic event in the hearts of all people worldwide, Kerry
Goodwin's artistic canvas in the world of the applied arts is set to celebrate sporting
achievements on the world stage.
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2020 Applicant Cities
With selection of the host city for the 2020 Olympic Games only a year away, there are four new
attractive logos to include in collections.
On September 1, 2011 it was announced that Baku had submitted a
bid to host the 2020 Olympics.
On September 13, 2011 it was announced that Azerbaijan's Deputy
Prime Minister Yagub Eyubov would head the Baku 2020 bid.
Youth and Sports Minister Azad Rahimov claims that Baku will be
ready to stage the 2020 Olympics by 2016 citing that many sports
facilities will have been built, with an Olympic Stadium as well as an
Olympic complex including a pool already under construction. On
October 20, 2011, the Russian Olympic Committee announced that
they supported Baku's bid

baku
APPLICANT CITY

dohd2020

On August 7, 2008, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani, the Heir
Apparent of Qatar, revealed that the state will bid for the 2020 Games.
Sheikh Tamim, who is also the chairman of the Qatar Olympic
Committee, said that Qatar was determined to leam from the lessons
of its failed 2016 bid, and "bid for hosting the Olympic Games in 2020
as per set measures and standards."
Doha asked the IOC if they could organize the games in autumn
rather than the summer months due to Qatar's extremely hot weather
during the summer.
On 26 August 2011 the IOC and the Qatar bid team held talks, and
the IOC gave Doha permission to host the games outside of the

The Spanish Olympic Committee nominated Madrid on June
1, 2011. A month later the government gave their approval.
On September 8, 2011 it was announced that Alejandro
Blanco who heads the Spanish Olympic Committee will
serve as President of the Madrid 2020 bid. Shortly after his
appointment he defended Madrid's ability to host the games
despite Spain's current economic problems arguing that the
games would be an investment.
The following week IOC President Jacques Rogge defended
Madrid's ability to host the games despite the current
Eurozone debt crisis.
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On September 7, 2011, the Japanese Olympic Committee
announced that Tokyo Governor Shintaro Ishihara would be
Chairman of the Tokyo 2020 bid committee.
Towards the end of November 2011 the Tokyo 2020 Council was
established. It is an advisory board comprised of 64 members
including Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda who is the top advisor on
the council. Tokyo 2020 revealed their bid logo on November 30,
2011. Tokyo's 2020 bid will have a budget of $75 Million, half the
amount of their previous 2016 bid.

TOKY002020
APPLICANT CITY
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West Drayton - Memories of the 1948 Olympic Games
Provided by Naomi Beinart, from the memories of a friend.
The 1948 games, or XIV Olympiad, was a relatively Spartan one for participants and spectators:
it was known as the "Austerity Games". The main athletics events were held at Wembley
Stadium, where a temporary running track had been laid. No Olympic village was built: the
foreign athletes were accommodated in the old wartime RAF camps at Uxbridge, West Drayton,
and Richmond for the men and a London college for the woman, London-based British athletes
lived at home. Food was still subject to ration restrictions teams were asked to bring their own
food. Those that didn't had their rations increased to levels received by miners. The Americans
ate like plenipotentiaries from another planet. Despite their frugal conditions, 4099 contestants
from 59 nations took part. The countries held responsible for the Second World War, Germany
and Japan, were excluded from the games and the Soviet Union decided to abstain. The Games
began on 29th July 1948
I was based at the West Drayton camp, one of hundreds of students who had applied for the
jobs. Our supervisors were ex-forces officers. They wore blazers and grey trousers to endorse
their positions while we wore whatever clothes suited us. We were predominantly male students
though there were numbers of females: I recall a Polish girl I met there and her brother. We
were sorted into platoons a platoon commander was named from each group, and off we went to
be shown, first where we were billeted, and then the huts we were to clean and the beds within
them to make. Others were detailed to the refectory, kitchens, lavatories and supply huts. A
select few were given the task of looking after the blazers and grey trousers lot.
The bed makers were given a quick lesson in bed making. Sheets were to be tucked under the
bare mattress on springs but the army blankets were allowed to fall free. We started soon after
the athletes had departed for breakfast and were usually finished by 10 o' clock. The day was
ours there after. In the weeks leading up to the games we watched as the athletes trained on the
local track and in the gymnasium for the weight-lifting events. The American coaches gave
advice to everybody who asked for it and supervised such practices as baton-changing and
starts for all the teams at this camp. The athletes were keen to get this help, generously given.
Day after day, the American coaches in their white hats would put half a dozen athletes through
the starting drills, these to be replaced by another waiting half dozen. I watch as Mel Patton, Mal
Whitfield, Lloyd de la beach, Arthur Wint, Dennis Shore and Daphne Robb al trained together at
the starting line under the watchful eye of Dean Cromwell, the head American coach. They
would happily pose with you if asked. I asked Harrison Dillard, who won a gold medal. If I could
take his photograph and Treloar and de la beach, Wint and McKinney. The athletes were also
friendly, among their own teams, with other team members and with us young lads who worked
there.
The gymnasium was the scene of similar good will. Davis clearly the favourite to win, would
spend hours helping weight lifters from other countries. He would demonstrate the snatch and
grab and then put the others through the routines. The pole vaulters lined up to show the
American coaches their skills and they would be criticised or applauded as they deserved. So to
the jumpers and hurdlers. Their goodwill pervaded the camp.
The platoon leaders also organised our entertainment. An athlete's bus took us to London to see
"Annie Get Your Gun", "Mr. Roberts" was next on our list. When the Games began, we got free
passes and transport to Wembley and I attended every track and field event. Dillard beat Patton
at the 100m: he wasn't supposed to since he was a hurdler. Patton won the 200m. Whitfield got
the gold for the 800m. The Americans won the relay, lost it for passing the baton beyond the
line, and got it back when they protested.
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Zatopek... he was the star of the Games, with Fanny Blankers-Koen. Zatopek's team were
housed at Uxbridge. He had won the 10,000m race and before the 5000m asked a student to
get his running shoes repaired. He was handed them before the race, which he lost. The
cobbler had made a hash of the shoes and the athlete's feet were bloody and hurt after the
event. Nothing was said about the incident. Sportsmanship prevailed throughout the Games.
We had a closing ceremony at West Drayton and I am sure the other camps had similar
ceremonies. The flags of the various nations were pulled down folded and handed back to team
managers. We students were the only observers. The teams boarded their buses and drove
away and that was that.
I was at West Drayton for three weeks, one of training for the job and the other two which were
the weeks of the Games. All for five pounds a week, with free board and lodge thrown in not
bad. Eh?
West Drayton - some facts
The main teams accommodated at West Drayton were:
Austria, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Portugal, South Africa, Yugoslavia
Accommodation
The negotiations between the Organising Committee and His Majesty's Govemment in 1946 and
early 1947 resulted in the R.A.F. camps of Uxbridge and West Drayton, together with the exmilitary camp in Richmond Park, being made available for the housing of Olympic competitors. It
was estimated that the total accommodation available at these three centres was in the
neighbourhood of 3,500 and, as preliminary investigations had led the Committee to put the
probable numbers of officials and competitors at 6,000, the additional accommodation required
had to be found outside these three main centres. However, since certain sports in the Olympic
Games were to be held outside London, the competitors taking part in those sports would not in
any event, except for transit purposes, be accommodated in London. It was estimated that 600
beds had to be found in the Henley district for Rowing and Canoeing officials and competitors,
approximately 300 at Aldershot for the Equestrian and Pentathlon events, and 400 at Torquay for
Yachting. The remaining 1,200 competitors and officials, of which 500 would probably be
women, would have to be housed in the London area.
The terms under which the Government property lent to the Olympic Games for housing
competitors was made available were that no rental charge should be made but that any work of
a non-permanent character carried out specifically for the Olympic Games at these centres
would be paid for by the Organising Committee. No small amount of constructional alteration and
decoration was necessary to put the three camps in order for Olympic occupation after six years
of war.
The London 1948 Olympic Games — a Collectors' Guide
* A fully comprehensive guide to the stamps and postal history — much more than a
catalogue, an indispensable handbook
* All the facts on the 1948 stamp issue — with all the unaccepted designs from the British
Postal Museum & Archive
* All the postmarks — including new discoveries
* Subsequent commemorative stamps issued from the 1950s to date for medallists &
Olympians etc. — all in full colour
* Postcards, vignettes, meters, cigarette cards, ephemera etc
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Evidence of postal operations from
West Drayton Camp during the
London 1948 Olympic Games.
left West Drayton 6,
right: West Drayton 7 (with West
Drayton 5 registration label).

WEST

IR'No

Above:
Postcard
R.A.F. Camp
West
Drayton. 2.
Right:
Postcard
R.A.F.
Reception
Depot.
West
Drayton. 6.
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London 2012 Olympic 'definitive' stamp issue
Bob Farley
Royal Mail celebrated the start of this Olympic year with an issue of definitive stamps on
January 5th. Royal Mail appear to be following the example set by Canada Post who
introduced definitive stamps to promote the Vancouver Olympic and Paralympic Games, but
there are some significant differences in the policies of the two postal authorities.
The Canada Post issues were continuously available for a year in advance of the Games;
The Royal Mail issue appears only seven months before the Games, and because 2012 also
celebrates the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth II, the Olympic designs will be withdrawn
on 30th January and reintroduced one month before the Games. In effect a promotional
period of only two months.
The interruption in availability also spans the traditional date of annual postal rate increases, so
the NVI (non-value indicated) Olympic stamps will appear at a higher sale value in June.
Letters to the philatelic press in the UK have already challenged the 'definitive' status of this
issue, and question if this is simply a way to distort annual statistics that are becoming
increasingly critical of the rising number of commemorative stamp issues each year.
Details of the sheet and booklet stamp issue can be found on pages 158 - 160 of Volume 28.
Three 'First Day' postmarks and seven special handstamps were introduced at the Special
Handstamp Centres to service collectors mailed in requests. These cancellations are not made
available in local post offices in the UK, so they can only be obtained by mail in request. The
cancels cannot be used on enhanced service items such as 'Signed For' (Certified) or Special
Delivery (Registered) mail.
The choice of Land's End (Sennen, Penzance) as a location for the First Day cancel seems
strange. Land's End is the start point for the Olympic Torch Relay in May, but has no other
relevance to the London Olympic Games.
In an attempt to prepare covers with true postal provenance, I decided to prepare and mail
items at post offices that directly relate to the London Olympic Games.
The most obvious location would be London E20, the newly created Postcode District that
includes the Olympic Park at Stratford, but until the Post Office in the Main Press Centre is
opened, there is no Post Office operating under this postcode.
The selected option was to mail items at Much Wenlock, and Stoke Mandeville, the towns from
which the London 2012 mascots derive their names, and towns that have valid claims
regarding their influence in the creation of the Modem Olympic Movement and the Paralympic
Movement.
The trip to mail covers on the 5th January proved quite serendipitous.
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First Day of Issue cancellations
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The set of six covers prepared by the Society of Olympic Collectors includes the following
cancels:
FD 12 01, FD12 02, 12368, 12369, 12370, 12371.
The set includes sheet and booklet 1st class, and sheet worldwide Olympic and Paralympic
definitives - the full range of issued stamps.
Despite the sheet and booklet 1st class stamps being produced by different printers, there
are no obvious differences. To enable identification the covers with booklet stamps are
cacheted with a booklet cover.
Worldwide covers have travelled to China and have a receiving mark.
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From Much Wenlock to Stoke Mandeville is 110 miles, so a round-trip from home would be
240 miles, about 5 hours driving time, so covers had to be prepared in advance to minimise
the time spent in the post offices.
Minimum Next Day 13:00 Special Delivery rate is £5.45, so I eventually decided on the
franking for my covers:
1 x booklet including label = 6 x 15t Class
1 x 1st Class (Olympic for M. Wenlock, Paralympic for S. Mandeville)
1 x 20gm WW (Olympic for M. Wenlock, Paralympic for S. Mandeville)

£2.76
£0.46
£1.10
£4.32

The balance of £1.13 to be added as an Horizon label printed at the post office counter, which
would provide a secondary record of the date and location of mailing.
Arriving at Much Wenlock just before opening time, I held the door for the wife of the Post
Master as she carried the postcard rack out to hang it on the outside of the door.
My covers were scanned into the computerised system. Horizon labels affixed and left with the
Post Master for cancellation later after the datestamp was cleaned — all according to plan.
As I left, I glanced at the postcard rack as I shut the door and was surprised to see that a
number of cards had text relating to the 'Olympic' heritage of the town. The Society of Olympic
Collectors have a long-standing relationship with Much Wenlock, and we have looked for such
cards during our many visits, particularly after a commemorative name sign for the town was
approved by the I.O.C. in 2000.
Three postcards have text within their design 'Birthplace of the Modern Olympic Movement',
one additionally shows the name sign, and the text '30th Olympiad London 27th July to 12th
August 2012'.

5-02-33-81
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PC0101
Inner Visions

Much Wenlock
of the Alnder4 Oiyorpii AtoFt,w,

Home of the Wenlock Olympian Games
Birthplace of the Modern Olympic
Movement

PC0102
Inner Visions

30th Olympiad
London
27th Jab! to 12th August 2012

1st Olympian Games
.:Alrech Wenlock, Shropshire
22nd CL 23rd October 1850

Following a rapid purchase and discussion with the Post Master, and a cup of coffee nearby,
franked postcards were left for cancellation. Technically, the Post Master could refuse to cancel
correctly franked 1st Class items, leaving them to be cancelled during the sorting process,
hence the discussion.
One stop completed, with expectations exceeded after a short delay, I set off for Stoke
Mandeville.
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05.01.2012 Special Delivery cover from Much Wenlock. First
day for the Olympic and Paralympic definitives.
The datestamp and Horizon label confirm the date and place
of mailing.
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At Stoke Mandeville Post Office, covers were again scanned into the computerised system, and
Horizon labels affixed. The Post Master took a telephone call. As I waited to request the
position of cancels, a collection van arrived, so the Post Master (still on his call), asked the
driver to wait for the Special Delivery items, collected the cancel from the secure area and
under my direction carefully placed the strikes of the cancel as requested.
After offering my thanks for his assistance (and checking if there were any postcards of Stoke
Mandeville), I left happy that all had gone to plan, and returned home.
At 8:30 am. On the 6th, a post van arrived with the Special Delivery covers, and I immediately
flicked through them to verify that all was well.
The first problem encountered was one Much Wenlock cover without any cancellation
(rectified by a 76 mile return trip!).
The second 'problem' was the date of the Stoke Mandeville cancel. When the Post Master
retrieved his cancel, it must have been the first use of the day. In the rush to cancel the
covers with the collection driver waiting, he had forgotten to change the date, and I had not
noticed despite seeing every single impression applied.
The value of using the Horizon label to complete the franking suddenly comes to the fore, as it
confirms the date of posting.
Covers showing apparent early release of the stamps may excite some collectors, but I enjoy a
pre-release facility to facilitate the production of Society of Olympic Collector souvenirs. The
pre-release undertaking includes a declaration that the stamps will not be used before the
official date of release. The date of the Horizon label and the computerised Special Delivery
mailing receipt are evidence that the undertaking had not been broken, and confirm that the
early date was simple human error.

OS TAGE PAID UK
.4)1 /12
The counter datestamp and
Horizon label from a Special
Delivery '9:00am' cover mailed
at Stoke Mandeville on 05.01.12,
first day of the Olympic and
Paralympic definitive issue.
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In my opinion it is a 'no contest' between Royal Mail souvenirs and my postal covers!

Key dates for London 1011
19 May Olympic 'ford. Relay begins
27 July Olympic Games Opening Ceremony
28 July first Olympic medals awarded
12 Aug Olympic Gomel Closing Ceremony
24 Aug Poralympic Torch Relay begins
29 Aug Poralympic Games Opening Ceremon
30 Aug First Paralympic medals awarded
9 Sep Paralyrnpic Games Closing Ceremony

www royaknoil comisportstoilection

"London's vision is fo reach young
people all around the world, fo
connect them with the inspirational
power of the Games, so that fit
are inspired fo choose sport."
Sell Coe. Chair of the London Organising C
r:+onrcs uro Par olovic Games

SAWN. I oy

scollection

tit t
Royal Mail

specialdelivery
est day
KU 0543

KU

9395 90B

9395 9GB SO 9 00am

I 11111 I I I
KU 0549 9395 9GB SD 9 00am
r0549
R Farley
3 Wein Green
Long Meadow
Worcester
WR4 OHP
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ORDER FORM (maximum 2 of any item this page)

No. Amount

30 November 2011 issues—pictogram handstamps & cachets

HS 12383 Archery Stamp & 3G Novunber ptutog•

r,c111()Sttlinp Pat cliyIT

L I IA;

SS2011.18(2)

2nd Class SmartStamp & 30 Nov. pictogram handstarnp

£1.50

SS2011-18(A)

Airmail SmartStamp & 30 Nov. p•ctogram handstamp

£2

HS 12357 Canoe Stamp & 30 November pictogram handstamp
SS2011-6(2)

2nd Class SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp

882011-6(A)

Airmail SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp

£1.50
£1.50

5 January 2012—Olympic definitives (6) - Olympic & Paralympic logos (set of 6 covers only)
FD 12 01

Talents House World Paralympic

FE) 12 02

Lands End - World Olympic

12368

London E15 -1" Class Olympic (sheet)

12369

London E20 - 1' Class Paralympic tsheet)

12370

London E20 - 1' Class Paralympic (booklet)

12371

London W2 - Class Olympic (booklet)

Set of 6

E10

(World' FDCs sent to Cl. -,

12 January 2012—Pictogram Handstamps - Rowing (Paralympic) & Diving
£1.50

HS 12381

Rowing stamp & handstamp (Paralympic)

SS2012-1(2)

Rowing SmartStamp (2'")& handstamp

£1.50

SS2012-1(A)

Rowing SmartStamp (Airmail) & handstamp

£2

HS 12384

Diving stamp & handstamp

£1 50

SS2012-2(2)

Diving SmartStamp (2'1) & handstamp

El 50

SS2012-2(A)

Diving SrnartStamp (Airmail) & handstamp

£2

28 February 2012 - Pictogram Handstamps - Badminton & Sailing (Paralympic)
HS 12418

Salting stamp & handstamp (Paralympic)

£1.50

SS2011.10(2)

Salting SmartStamp (2"°) & handstamp

£1.50

SS2011.10(A)

Sailing SmartStamp (Airmail) & handstamp

£2

HS 12425

Badminton stamp & handstamp

£1.50

SS2009-4(2)

Badminton SmartStamp (es) & handstamp

£1.50

SS2009.4(A1

Badminton SmartStamp (Airmail) & handstanip

£2

Postage UK Free or Special Delivery £5; Europe £6; Rest of World £8

TOTAL
Name &
Address
E-mail
Pay by PayPal
Cheque
(UK only)

marathorasocietvofolyrruaiccollectors.org
Society of Olympic Collectors.
24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood. Essex. CM14 5ES
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London 2012, Team GB - Cadbury, BMW
In late February Cadbury started a promotion soliciting messages of support for the members
of Team GB. 230gm bars of Caramel, Wholenut and Fruit and Nut chocolate asked for
messages of support. 230gm Dairy Milk chocolate were wrapped in promotional boxes,
asking 'send your postcard to Team GB'. Inside the box is a prepaid postcard to which a
personal message can be added.

Write your message of support
thep
postcard to
on the
seMofGB
KE
!
rtd

m do Ow. bat die, Ole
201(
Gan..
So
tearo Get ...we re. kr m yew. A*
— peo lor dd do,* to dd ;dm, d
pa.
(omen da.tais Om. ...Ir.cedba,...1.4,10/ 2 co

YOUR MIMS
Rh:

ilihlrht11.11'.0111.t11.191111-111
FREEPOST
Cadbury Dairy Milk
Postcards
PO BOX 123
Uckfield
TN22 5UX

DAIRY MILK:

BMW have used a C4 sized envelope with a 'Secured mail' PPI to distribute advertising
material for the MINI. The envelope records the status of BMW as an 'Official Partner' of Team
GB.

left: Bottom left detail IT's A TEAM GB / ADVENTURE
Right: Bottom right detail TEAM GB / OFFICIAL PARTNER

TEAM GB
Please share any similar finds with
fellow members.
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OFFICIAL PARTNER

2012 FIPO CIRCULARS
Rome, 27th January 2012
To all FIPO member National Associations
Circular letter n.1/2012
Re: 18th World Olympic Collectors Fair
The 18th edition of the World Olympic Collectors Fair will be held from 17th to 20th May 2012 in
Athens with the patronage of the International Olympic Committee and of the Hellenic Olympic
Committee.
The Fair will be organized by the Commission of the Hellenic Olympic Committee for Olympic
Philately, Numismatic and Memorabilia in cooperation with the Hellenic Olympic Academy and it
will coincide with the Handing over Ceremony of the Olympic Flame by the Hellenic Olympic
Committee to the London Organizing Committee of the Olympic Games in the Panathenaic
Stadium.
This 18th edition of the World Olympic Collectors Fair will be hosted at t he Zappeion Megaron,
the historical monument that was headquarters of the Organizing Committee of the Games of the
1st Olympiad in Athens in 1896, located in the historical centre of Athens, within a walking
distance from the Panathenaic Stadium.
As part of the Fair, a memorabilia exhibition will also take place, from 15th to 20th May, in the
Zappeion Megaron: "Greece and the Olympic Games:1894-2012".
During the Fair, the Hellenic Post will also operate an office in Zappeion.
All Participants will receive, among other, free accreditation passes to the Stadium to attend the
Handing Over of the Olympic Flame Ceremony on 17th May.
All information, including that on available hotels, may be obtained at the following address:
Dr. Petros Synadinos,
President, Commission of the Hellenic Olympic
Committee for Olympic Philately, Numismatic and Memorabilia
52, Avenue Dimitrios Vikelas
15233 HALANDRI ATHENS
Greece
Email : hoc@hoc.gr
www-hoc.gr
Best regards,
Maurizio Tecardi
Secretary General FIPO
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Rome, 5th March 2012

Circular letter n.2/2012

999

Re: Olympex 2012

EIPO

To all FIPO member National Associations

The last edition of Olympex to be organised by FIPO, will be held from 24th July to 9th
September 2012 at the prestigious headquarters of the British Library of London. It has been
included in the cultural programme of the Games in London. The exhibition will not be as
grandiose as the previous ones due to the limited budget provided by the IOC and to the
complete absence of the English Postal Administration and of the Organising Committee of the
Games (LOCOG). This has influenced the choice of the location of the exhibition which will
certainly be prestigious but of limited dimensions.
Consequently the exhibition will be exclusively on invitation and based on the London Games of
the Olympiad : 1908, 1948 and 2012. There will be no national commissioners and the
collections that will be invited will reach London without any expenses for the Organising
Committee.
This exhibition will officially close the 30 years activity of FIPO.
Maurizio Tecardi
(Secretary General FIPO)

London 2012 'Coin' Handstamps
30th November 2011

The most recent London 2012 'Coin' Pictogram
handstamps are illustrated.

001''

See the order form on page 17 for the range of
SOC covers available.
Quantities are limited.
Archery

Canoeing
28th February 2012

Rowing

Sailing

Aquatics
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Badminton

2012 Canada Post - Canada Pride

Canada Post released a set of stamps on January 16th 2012 to coincide with an increase in
postal rates.. The five stamp designs are non-denominated, inscribed 'P' for permanent.
The series is titled Canada Pride, and illustrates both common and uncommon locations where
the iconic Maple Leaf that symbolises the national identity of Canada can be found.
There are five designs in the series, and they exist in self-adhesive and gummed versions the
sale price of each design is 61c.
The self-adhesive and die cut stamps are from booklets of either 10 or 30 stamps.
The gummed and perforated stamps are from a miniature sheet containing the five designs.

Canada
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The five designs show the Maple Leaf :
- As a flag flying on a vessel of the Canadian Coast Guard.
- Displayed on the rear of a camper van.
- As a flag carried at the opening ceremony of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games.
- On the bobsleigh of Pierre Leuders.
- As a flag being waved by a patriotic young supporter.
Two of these designs are significant.

Nicolas Gill
Nicolas Gill is one of Canada's sporting heroes. Canada's most
decorated judoka competed at four Olympic Games in a row, winning
the 86 kilogram bronze medal in 1992 and the 100 kilogram silver
medal in 2000. He has one silver and two bronze world championship
medals, two Pan American Games titles, a Commonwealth Games
gold medal, and 10 national titles to his credit. His accomplishments
were recognized when he was chosen to be Canada's flag bearer at
the 2004 Olympic Games, singled out both for his athletic
accomplishments and for his character on and off the mat.

Pierre Lueders
A five-time Olympian, Lueders is the most decorated slider in
Canadian history. He was the pilot of the Canadian two-man
bobsleigh team, winner of the gold medal at the 1998 Winter Olympics
(shared with Italy). This was only Canada's second ever medal in
bobsleigh. At the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City Lueders
placed a disappointing fifth place finish in two-man, and ninth in fourman.

In 2006, Lueders turned down the offer to carry the Canadian flag during the Opening
Ceremonies of the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin, Italy. During the two-man event he and his
brakeman Lascelles Brown won silver despite having to contend with heavy snowfall.
Lueders and his brakeman Justin Kripps made the first run down the Whistler Sliding Centre, a
facility of the 2010 Winter Olympics, on 19 December 2007. Turn 7 at the Sliding Centre,
"Lueders Loop", is named in his honour after he crashed out his sled during the track's
homologation in March 2008.
Philatelic opportunities to illustrate the flag bearer at an Opening Ceremony of the Olympic
Games are scarce, but here in a single issue we are presented with the opportunity to show an
athlete who accepted this prestigious role, and another athlete who declined the role.
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Isle of Man - 2012 London Olympic Games issue
An interesting question regarding the status of the Isle of Man Post Office was raised by
Thomas Lippert. Should it be considered as a host country postal administration?
This proved to be a very interesting question.
The 2012 Olympic Games were awarded to London, and the host country in territorial terms is
considered to be the United Kingdom, England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
However, the host National Olympic Committee is the British Olympic Association (B.O.A.)
which represents the United Kingdom, Crown Dependencies and Overseas Territories.
There are 3 Crown Dependencies (Guemsey, Isle of Man, Jersey), and 14 Overseas
Territories that do not qualify to be represented by an independent National Olympic
Committee in accordance with the definition of 'country inserted in the Olympic Charter in
1996. Of the 14 Overseas Territories, 3 have NOC's established prior to 1996 - Bermuda
(1936), British Virgin Islands (1982) and Cayman Islands (1976).
Members of any populations represented by the B.O.A, would compete as a member of Team
GB at the Olympic Games.
58,

Ar

-7411110.-
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O
Above: the basic
stamp set.
Left: the
miniature sheet.
Far right:
Sailing sheet
format.
Right: Sailing
collectors book
pane format.
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The Isle of Man Post office can therefore be considered as a 'host country postal
administration.
On 1st January, 2012 (immediately after midnight), a set of 7 stamps and a miniature sheet
designed by Sir Paul Smith were released, the designs are striking.
The range of products or formats is also extensive, the following pages illustrate examples of
the mint products, but first day covers, presentation packs, a presentation sheet and a
collectors book are also available.
The set comprises:

Miniature sheet:

Rowing.
76p.
£1.00
Athletics.
£1.15 Archery.

37p.
Sailing.
38p.
Cycling.
58p. Swimming.
68p.
Tennis.
£3.00

Cycling
The design of the first day
cancel represents a cycle
wheel.
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ISLE OF MAN

LONDON 2012 OLYMPIC GAMES
Des,gneci by Sir Pastl Smith

Above: The Presentation Sheet containing two full sets of stamps.
Facing page: The Stamp Cards, which are postal stationery items. The mint postcards
are valid for worldwide pre-paid postage from the Isle of Man.
The stamp cards are also available in the format of panes from the Collectors Book.
The availability of the stamp and stamp card panes from the collectors book avoids the
need to break up a book to display these items.
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Torch Relay proposals, London 2012
The Olympic flame will arrive from Greece on 18th May, 2012, and the Olympic torch relay will
commence on Saturday 19th May.
The torch will travel for 70 days before arriving at the Opening Ceremony of the London 2012
Olympic Games. The 70 day journey will visit the four countries of the United Kingdom and the
Republic of Ireland.
As a result of the existence of the Crown Dependencies the torch relay will pass through the
jurisdiction of five Postal Administrations:
Royal Mail - England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales.
Isle of Man Post Office
Jersey Post
Guernsey Post
An Post, Ireland.
Enquiries with these postal authorities, some quite extensive have yielded the following
information:
Royal Mail - conflicting statements, but it appears that there will be four special handstamps to
commemorate the torch relay. The dates and designated locations are not known, but it is likely
that each cancel will represent a country of the United Kingdom, England, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales.
It is possible that special cancels for the Torch Relay will be sponsored by commercial cover
producers or as tourism promotions by some of the towns or cities on the route. If this occurs
they will be announced in the Postmark Bulletin, or can usually be found on the website of
Norvic Philatelics http://www.norphil.co.uk/
Guemsey - no plans for a 2012 Olympic issue, special cancels only produced in conjunction
with a stamp issue.
Isle of Man - plans being made, some commemoration will occur.
Jersey - no plans for a 2012 Olympic issue or special cancel.
An Post, Ireland - news awaited.
The lack of items from the postal administrations may appear disappointing, but as will be
demonstrated on the following pages, with some consideration and action, it will be possible to
create some very personal and relevant souvenir and philatelic items to commemorate the
2012 Torch Relay.
Much of the initial work has been completed on the following pages, but the opportunity to
create truly individual items for an Olympic Torch Relay, for minimal cost (starting at 1st class
postage plus an envelope), has never before been presented to Olympic Collectors in the U.K.
Get the creative juices flowing - consider earlier stamp issue, postcards, post offices for smaller
towns and villages on the route in your vicinity, personal cachets on the envelopes.
It would be great to be able to illustrate some members covers in a later issue of Torch Bearer.
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2012 Torch Relay, Permanent Philatelic Cancels and 2011 - 2012 A-Z Stamp designs
PPH Town / City
4679
4673
4654
4640
4644
4657

I SHC

Truro
Plymouth
Exeter
Glastonbury
Bath
Bristol
Gloucester

W&W
W&W
W&W
L
W&W
M

Saturday
Sat / Sun
Sun / Mon
Thursday
Tuesday
Tues / Wed
Thursday

19/05

19-20/05
20-21/05
22/05
22/05
22-23/05
24/05

Truro Cathedral

Smeaton's Tower

Exeter Cathedral

Glastonbury Tor

Bath Abbey

Roman Baths, Bath

Clifton Suspension
Bridge

Gloucester Cathedral

5097
4648
4663

Cardiff
Chester
lronbridge
Liverpool

Cardiff Castle Clock
Tower

W&W
W&W
N

Chester Eastgate Clock
29

Fri / Sat
Tues / Wed
Wednesday
Fri / Sat

lronbridge

25-26/05
29-30/05

30/05
1-2/06

Liver Building

SHC

PPH Town / City
4641
4656

Ballycastle
Belfast
Glasgow
Drumnadrochit I Lewiston

Carrick-a-Rede

4653

S&NI

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wed / Thurs

St. Gile's Cathedral

Forth Railway Bridge

Lindisfarne (Holy Island)
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Gateshead

Lindisfarne Priory

3/06
3 & 6/06
8-9/06
9/06

Sunday
Sun & Wed
Fri / Sat
Saturday

Glasgow City
Chambers

Belfast City Hall

Stirling
Forth Railway Bridge
Edinburgh

Stirling Castle

4669

S&NI
S&NI

N

Newcastle upon Tyne
Cathedral

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Tyne Bridge

30

Urquhart Castle
_

13/06
13/06
13-14/06

Edinburgh Castle
14/06
15/06
16/06

Angel of the North

PPH Town / City

SHC

4652 Durham
4660 Harrogate
4681 York

N
N
N

Durham Cathedral

4668
4661

York Minster

Blackpool
Manchester
Leeds

Blackpool Tower
4658
4671
4642
4678

Harrogate Royal Pump
Room

N
N

Friday
Saturday
Sun / Mon

Manchester Town Hall Manchester Town Hall
N
M
M
M

Grimsby
Nottingham
Birmingham
Stratford upon Avon

Grimsby Dock Tower

Sat / Sun
Tuesday
Tues/Wed

Wednesday
Thurs / Fri
Sat / Sun
Sunday

St. Philip's Cathedral

Nottingham City Hall
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16-17/06
19/06
19-20/06

York Minster
22/06
23/06
24-25/06

Leeds Town Hall
27/06
28-29/06
30/06, 1/07
1/07

Swan Theatre

SHC

PPH Town / City
4650
4662
4670
4649

Coventry Cathedral
4677
4645
5096

L
L
L

Southend on Sea
Cambridge
Stevenage

Friday
Sat / Sun
Sunday

Trinity Fountain

The Kursaal
Bletchley
Oxford
Windsor

Station 'X' Bletchley
Park

Sun / Mon
Mon / Tues
Wed / Thurs
Friday

Norwich Castle

Leicester Clock Tower

The Kursaal

4672
4680

M
M
L
L

Coventry
Leicester
Norwich
Colchester

L
L

Monday
Mon / Tues
Tuesday

The Queen's College

Tom Tower, Oxford
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1-2/07
2/3/07
4-5/07
6/07

St. John's Abbey
6/07
7-8/07
8/07

Stevenage Clock
Tower
9/07
9-10/07
10/07

Windsor Castle

SHC

PPH Town / City
4676
4674
4643

Bargate
4646
4658
4675
4651

L
L
L

Southampton
Portsmouth
Brighton
Dover

Royal Pavillion

The Mary Rose

L
L
L
L

Canterbury
Guildford
Havering (Romford)
Croydon

Canterbury Cathedral

Sat / Sun
Sun / Mon
Mon / Tues
Wednesday

Guildford Cathedral

Thursday
Friday
Sunday
Monday

Havering Town Hall

14-15/07
15-16/07
16-17/07
18/07

White Cliffs
19/07
20/07
22/07
23/07

Croydon Clock Tower

The Permanent Philatelic Cancels and the A-Z stamp designs for the London area relate to
very specific landmarks or locations.
As the Torch Relay approaches its conclusion the daily route is within a very restricted area.
To allow allocation of the cancels or stamp designs to specific dates requires knowledge of
the detailed street by street routes for these final days.
Detailed routes should be available in advance of the Torch Relay taking place, and it will be
necessary to look for updates at http://www.london2012.com/olympic-torch-relay to ensure
that accurate information is obtained.
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SHC

PPH

Town / City

4665
4666
4667
4664
11067
12203

London EC3
London SW
London WC
London EC
London SW1
Olympic Stadium

L
L
L
L
L
L

Days / dates not
allocated - detailed
routes required.
Friday

I

27/07

Tower of London

Buckingham Palace

Nelson's Column

St. Paul's Cathedral

Big Ben' Houses of
Parliament

Downing Street

Old Bailey

Victoria and Albert
Museum
Note the Olympic
Stadium cancel
has been
announced as in
use until 26.07.12
- the day before
the torch arrives.

ZSL London Zoo

Olympic Stadium E20

National Memorial
Arboretum, Alrewas
With further creative thinking, other stamp designs and
special cancels can be linked to the 2012 Torch Relay.
The cancel for the National Memorial Arboretum would
be appropriate for Saturday 30th June.
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Options available to obtain Torch Relay covers
Option 2 - Utilise Permanent Philatelic
Cancel and associated 1st class

Option 1 - Utilise Permanent Philatelic Cancel.

stamp.

Simple 1st class cover with Permanent
Philatelic Cancel.and A-Z stamp

Simple 1st class cover with Permanent
Philatelic Cancel.

Option 3 - Utilise appropriate 1st class stamp (A-Z issues 2011 and 2012) with associated
post office cancel / datestamp, and Horizon label.

Airmail (over 20gm) cover with 2 x 1st class and Horizon label as make-up franking.
The Horizon label will confirm the service (Airmail), date of posting and the Post Office at
which the Horizon label was issued.
The 'mixed' franking ensures that the counter handstamp of the post office should be used
to cancel the stamps.
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Preparing your Torch relay covers
Option 1 - Utilising Permanent Philatelic Cancel (PPC).
To create your Torch Relay covers using the Permanent Philatelic Cancels:
- Prepare and address your covers with minimum 1st class postage.;
- Clearly state the number of the PPC that you require, and the date to be applied;
- Establish the Special Handstamp Centre (SHC) from which it is available (see SHC column
on the previous pages).
Covers can be submitted anytime in advance of the date required, so to minimise cost, group
together all covers to be sent to a SHC (making sure each cover is marked with the PPC and
date), and mail to the appropriate SHC - obtain a certificate of posting.
The codes for the Special Handstamp Centres on the previous pages are:
L

London Special Handstamp Centre
Royal Mail, Mount Pleasant,
Farringdon Road,
LONDON EC!A 1BB

M

Midland Special Handstamp Centre
Birmingham Mail Centre,
St Stephens Street,
BIRMINGHAM B6 4AA

N

Northern England Special Handstamp Centre
South Shields D. 0.
Keppell Street
SOUTH SHIELDS NE33 1AA

W&W Wales and West Special Handstamp Centre
Royal Mail,
220-228 Penarth Road,
CARDIFF CF11 8TA
S&NI Scotland & Northern Ireland Special Handstamp Centre
Rutherglen DO
Duchess Place
Rutherglen
GLASGOW G73 1BT
Notes:
PPC's are available for all dates (including Sundays and Public Holidays.
Covers returned from SHC's are usually returned in protective packaging, so they do not
receive any evidence of postal use. Requests to return without protection are occasionally
fulfilled.
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Option 2 - Utilising PPC's and associated 1st class stamps.
To create your Torch Relay covers using the Permanent Philatelic Cancels: and associated 1st
class stamps, the procedure is exactly the same as that described for Option 1.
The preceding pages identify relevant stamps from the 2011-2012 A-Z series, but consider
earlier commemorative issues, or the Olympic and Paralympic issues - Football for venue
cities, rowing for Windsor. Be creative!

Option 3 - Utilising appropriate 1st class stamps with associated post office
For this option we enter more challenging territory. Experience gained by the SOC when
preparing our SmartStamp covers suggests that there is only one basic rule when attempting to
obtain the cancels / datestamps of local post offices.
"For every postal clerk or official who has an opinion on legitimate use of their datestamp,
there will be at least one person senior to them that agrees with them, and at least one that
disagrees, but if they contact a senior official of their choice, the selected official will agree with
them".
It is for this reason that we carry correspondence from Royal Mail confirming the validity of our
requests when mailing items.
If you intend to mail covers in your locality requiring a counter datestamp, the most economic
means of achieving this (1st class postage) is to visit the post office in advance, explain your
intention and ask politely if it will be possible to have your 1st class items postmarked with the
counter datestamp. A very high proportion of postal clerks will willingly offer this service, but if
they do refuse, they are acting correctly. Such a service is only available by their discretion.
The same requests can be made by telephone in advance, if the request receives a positive
response, it is advisable to note the name of the clerk, and address your mailed in items to
them in person with a covering note.
If your request is denied, then it is necessary to create an item that should be postmarked by
the counter datestamp. The Option 3 illustration shows such an item.
Current training for counter staff includes an instruction that items with mixed franking should
be postmarked on entering the postal service to avoid stamps evading cancellation during the
mechanised process.
Mixed franking, can be subject to interpretation. some clerks will accept an item with more than
one stamp as mixed franking, others will not consider postage paid by a single type of franking
(postage stamps) as mixed franking regardless of the number of stamps.
Combinations of a stamp plus a franking meter impression, a SmartStamp or an Horizon label
will meet the 'mixed franking' requirement.
The Horizon label is available to all customers, records the date and place of mailing, and if
used in conjunction with a stamp will require that the stamp is cancelled by the counter
datestamp.
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So we have established the need for a mixed franking of the required stamp, plus an Horizon
label.
The software that generates Horizon labels contains some automatic restrictions designed to
prevent the printing of labels for basic service, first weight band items where stamps should be
available, this means that such items cannot be used to generate labels for these services, or
as make up values for these services.
We need to think outside the box.
Our cover will already be franked at 1st class, or possibly less if using an older valid stamp
design.
For the next domestic rate we would move to large letter, and an item of compliant size or
weight is undesirable.
With access to a European address, the solution is to mail an item exceeding 20gm, where an
Horizon label for the make up value can be obtained. At current rates this would allow use of a
1st class stamp plus an Horizon label of £0.54, or 2 x 1st class and an Horizon label of £0.08.
To achieve this the item must weigh over 20gm, and the clerk must enter the amount prepaid
by the stamps.
With access to an overseas non-European address, the process is the same but the Horizon
label value will be higher.
Without access to an overseas address, 1st class Signed for can be used, but this will require
the addition of a 'Signed for label on the cover. Space will be at a premium when trying to
attach a stamp, an Horizon label, the address and a Signed for label. Remember to include a
post paid envelope for return of your receipts.
When mailing items to a post office to request cancelling and printing / application of an
Horizon label, it is advisable to fix the stamp and Signed for label and to include an illustration
of where you have left space for the Horizon label, and where you would like the cancel
applied.
You will receive some disappointing results when submitting covers to post offices for
remailing. Post offices operated as franchises are responsible for purchasing their datestamps
and ink, the use of wom cancels and some inks can produce poor results.
The final step is to identify the most appropriate post office at which to mail or request remailing
of your covers.
Royal Mail have an excellent resource for this at:
http://www.postoffice.co.uk/branch-finder
This site also gives the opening hours, so remember to check if the post office you select is
open on the day / date that you require.
I hope that some of you will be encouraged to produce covers for the Torch Relay - the effort is
repaid because you will never forget the story behind your personal productions, they will mean
so much more to you than just mailing a cheque to Royal Mail or a dealer.
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Pins - Ambush, Fantasy, Phonies and Fakes
Unauthorized Pins: Some Legal and Others Illegal
By Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders.
By Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders.
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators,
the media and sponsors have been involved for well over 30 years. To help British collectors "get
up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two long-time, expert collectors are writing and
editing a series of articles on pin collecting for The Torch Bearer. Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
have been to the Olympics 25 times between them. They have published articles and given talks
on pin collecting in various forums to collectors and sponsor VIPs all over the world. They have
managed pin trading centers for Games Organizing Committees and Coca Cola for every
Olympics since 1998. Both are members of the International Society of Olympic Historians. For
this article, they have once again enlisted the excellent web site of Paul Mc Gill, one of the
earliest, most knowledgeable and active collectors of London 2012 pins. Most of the images of
London pins for this article come from his website htto://www.londonoins.co.uk./ . We suggest
you check it out. We also must thank Rob Sims a first class Collector from Canada who has a
passion for what he calls "periphery pins". Many of the images come from his personal collection.

Background
The Olympic Brand and associated symbols are the second or third most recognized of any in
the world. As such, the IOC goes to great lengths to protect their value and the value to those
organizations which are authorized to use these words, symbols and marks. Some, like TOP
Sponsors, pay millions of pounds in cash, products and services for these rights. Unauthorized
use depreciates their value for the IOC and their associates.
Authorized Pins
The IOC authorizes various organizations to use its marks. Examples include, in addition to the
IOC itself, Games Organizing Committees (i.e. LOCOG), the National Olympic Committees,
International Sports Federations, National Governing Bodies and Sponsor Corporations. LOCOG
is then granted authority to allow certain of its partners and companies the right to use IOC
Marks and also the Games specific marks. We are not lawyers and are not familiar with the laws
in Great Britain so some of what we discuss could not be totally accurate for the 2012 Games.
The general ideas should be mostly valid. From Games to Games, laws and the will to enforce
them vary within the host country and city. Therefore London could take a position anywhere
from lax to very strict. If it acts like many other Committees before it, it will also seem at times to
apply its enforcement efforts unevenly. This is to be expected. Intellectual property lawyers and
staff mostly have no experience with protecting these things and the Games only last a short
time. By time they figure it out, the Games are over. They will try. They should try but their
success will be uneven if the past is any indication.
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LOCOG has authorized two companies to produce official pins for the 2012 Games. Aminco has
this right in the USA and Hanov has the rights for the UK and the rest of the world. This includes
commercial pins for sale to the public and pins made for sponsors and the host broadcaster.
Foreign Television Broadcasters who have paid a rights fee may also legally use these marks.
National Olympic Committees, International Federations and National Governing Bodies also
make deals with companies to sponsor them and have the rights to grant these companies use of
some of these marks. It has never been clear to us if NOCs need to get permission from a
Games Organizing Committee to use the Games Marks, the Mascots, etc. Many do and no one
seems to object. We are also not sure if they are supposed to use the official licensees. Most do
not.
Authorized pins will make up the vast majority of the pins produced for the Games of 2012 games
but there will be a sizeable quantity of pins that are not authorized by any organization that has
the authority to do so. These are the unauthorized pins of the games.
Unauthorized Pins
Pins that are not authorized are not necessarily illegal. Pins that allude to a relationship to the
games but steer clear of using protected property usually are not confiscated nor are their
producers punished. It is a matter of judgment by those vested with the task of protecting the
intellectual property that decide what is legal and what is not and how much pressure is brought
to bear on those with these pins. Sometimes it is based on the intent of the producer of the pins
or the personality of the enforcer.
Illegal Pins
There are endless debates about certain pins as to their legality. There are, however, two broad
categories of pins for which there is virtually no argument that they are illegal and have no place
at any Olympics. The first are the counterfeit pins. These are pins that are made to look exactly
like pins which are legally produced and are intended to be sold as genuine and deceive the
buyer. Sometimes these pins are well made and hard to differentiate from their legal brothers and
other time the are sloppily made and easy to spot.

The real pin is on the left and the fake on the right.

VISA r VISA
WORLDWIDE
PARTNER

WORLDWIDE
PARTNER

The edges of the text on the real pin are much
sharper than those on the fake and the writing
on the fake slopes down on the right hand side.
There are also imperfections in the writing on
the fake with what appear to be 'scratches' in
the printing.
Also, you can feel the edges of the text on the
real pin, whereas the fake has no contour and
is completely flat.
The pink colouring is fairly accurate on the fake
and is not as washed out as appears in the
photograph.
The real pin was purchased on card from the
UK, the fake as part of a set from abroad.
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This photograph shows the backs of the two
pins above. Once again the real is on the left
and the fake on the right. You can see that the
pattern has been copied, albeit reversed.
Again, the sharpness of the pattern edges is
seen in the real pin but not in the fake.
There is at least one fake pin (not shown)
where the back pattern actually fades away in
a corner to almost smooth metal.

The next category of pins are those that use protected logos and games marks that don't
replicate a legal pin but create a new design that is also totally illegal. Some people think that
these pins are clever and cute but they are also illegal and, in our opinion, should be avoided.

Fake pins cause concern with collectors
Saturday 7th June 2008

Collectors preparing for the Beijing 2008 Olympic and Paralympic Games are already
dismayed and concerned as fake pins have already hit the market. Fake NOC pins are
totally unacceptable to true collectors and to use the intellectual property of an NOC
without their authorization or approval is against the Olympic Spirit and character of the
Olympic Games.
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WARNING - FAKE PIN
(Poor quality and missing security features)
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Ambush Marketing
Ambush marketing can be defined as a marketing strategy wherein the advertisers or other
groups or individuals associate themselves with, and therefore capitalize on, a particular event
without paying any sponsorship fee. From a theoretical perspective, ambush marketing refers to
a company's attempt to capitalize on the goodwill, reputation, and popularity of a particular event
by creating an association with it, without the authorization or consent of the necessary parties.
Media Pins
One of the largest and most important of the categories that falls into this group are media pins
whose companies do not pay a rights fee to the IOC or local organizing committee. This is a very
popular category and most people do not really think of these as ambush pins. They are ambush
pins. The IOC and the local organizing committees usually do not bother with these pins. There
are different theories as to why this is. First, most organizations who make them give them away
or trade with other media companies. Another theory is that it is not a good idea to crack down
on the press who are covering the Games. These companies are doing their jobs; which is to
cover the Games. Most do not use protected marks.

vancouver rum .

•

Other Ambush Pins
Here is where it gets somewhat unruly. Anyone can make an ambush pin and some of the
examples shown here give us an idea and the range these can encompass. Nike, not a
sponsor in Atlanta, gave away Nike swoosh pins with no other marks. Apple computer did the
so in Vancouver. These traded as well as any other sponsor pins. Neither had any affiliation
with the Games. There are many others.
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The Varsity "Onion Rings" Pin
Arguably the most famous ambush pin was made for an iconic
restaurant in Atlanta. The Varsity restaurant is right next to Georgia
Tech University. Georgia Tech served as the main athletes' village for
the 1996 Olympic Games. This restaurant is famous for what we
Americans call "hot dogs", fries and onion rings. Their counter order
takers are known for saying "what II yall have". The place is really one of
a kind. In any case, an individual made a pin for them showing a box of
their famous onion rings. "By chance" some of the rings happened to
arrange themselves in the same pattern as the Olympic rings.
The local papers picked up on this and this pin which originally sold for about $7 ran up to over $600 in
one case I know of. It ran up for 2 reasons. First the publicity and then the Atlanta Committee declared
this pin illegal. They ordered them destroyed. That didn't happen so well. Most were preserved. The
resulting hoopla drove up demand and the pin took on a life of its own. The exact opposite of what the
Committee wanted occurred.
Conclusion
Pins are either authorized or unauthorized. Unauthorized pins are either illegal or legal. Illegal
pins are either counterfeit or use protected marks without permission. Unauthorized pins that
are not illegal are so either because they avoid using marks that are protected or are
overlooked or ignored by those enforcing these protected marks. It is not an exact science but
we personally do not endorse illegal pins but collect and like unauthorized, legal pins. It is up to
each collector to decide what works for him or her.
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London 1908,
London 1948
Two interesting stamp issues
for London 2012 in November
2011 from St Vincent and the
Grenadines, and St Kitts and
Nevis.
The designs of the stamps
use images from the London
1908 and 1948 Olympic
Games.

120
2011.
$2.75

TNIP

Above: St Vincent and the
Grenadines. London 1908.
$2.75 x 4 stamps.
White City Stadium;
Dorando Pietri (marathon);
Eric Lemming (javelin);
Official Poster - the first
appearance of this design on
a postage stamp.

LON DC N
2012

Left: St Kitts. London 1948.

TIE

$3.00 x 4 stamps.

OLYMPIC
GAMES 1948

Wembley Stadium;
Mathias
Bruce
Robert
(decathlon);
Maureen Gardner and Fanny
Blankers-Koen. (80m hurdles);
London 1948 Poster.
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Sochi 2014 update
The marketing campaign for
the Sochi 2014 Olympic
Winter Games continues
apace.
Philatelic
and
numismatic items seem to
be appearing on a regular
basis.
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Four postal stationery cards
with 'B"denomination, and
four DL postal stationery
envelopes denominated 'A'
have recently been issued.
The postal imprint states
'Russia 2011', but used
examples seen are dated in
January 2012.
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Designs from top to bottom show the Winter Olympic mascots - The Hare, The Polar Bear, the
Leopard, and the Winter Paralympic mascots - The Ray of Light and The Snowflake.
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The Hare - one of the set of four DL postal stationery envelopes.
The Central Bank of Russia has issued a
series of coins to mark the 2014 Winter
Olympic and Paralympic Games in Sochi.

IPOCCHRCIL'AJI
,VEA1Z1Pk.1111N11

Graphic artist Vladimir Pak, aged 34 and from
Nakhodka, designed the coins featuring the
white leopard mascot snowboarding with the
Sochi 2014 logo to its right.
On the reverse is the Russian crest featuring
the double eagle and POCCkliACKAA
c0EgEPALANFI
(The Russian Federation) pictured right.

There is a 100 rouble coin, and another of 50 roubles (pictured above), both of which are gold, as
well as a silver 3 roubles coin. The rectangular coins are 20mm by 28mm.
A further 25 roubles commemorative coin was issued earlier and is illustrated on page 184 of
volume 28, which features the Sochi 2014 logo against the backdrop of the town's picturesque
mountains, where a number of sports at the Winter Olympics will take place.
The coat of arms of the Russian Federation appears on the front of the coin, which is 27mm in
diameter, and it is made of white metal

A 25 rouble coin featuring the mascots has been released and marks the first issue of the second
series of coins in the Sochi programme. A total of 12 coins of differing values and types are
planned for issue in 2012. These coins will continue the themes of "Sports of the Olympic Winter
Games", "Flora and Fauna of Sochi", "Sports of the first Olympic Winter Games" and "Russian
Winter".
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On the 27th February 2012 the official first birthday of the Sochi 2014 mascots was celebrated by
the issue ot two miniature sheets.
The Winter Olympic sheet features The Lepard, The Hare, and The Polar Bear as three
15 Rouble freeform stamp designs .
The Paralympic Winter Games sheet features The Snowflake and The Ray of Light on a single 30
Rouble freeform stamp.
Pictorial first day postmarks for each stamp were used in Sochi and Moscow. It is suspected that
similar postmarks may be available from other cities - confirmation is sought.
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The Sochi 2014 cancel
in Moscow appears to
be in permanent use.
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Book Review
Review by Brian Hammond
The Games. Britain's Olympic and
Paralympic Journey to London 2012
Brendon Gallagher
288 pages . Approximant 250 black and
white and coloured illustrations
Britains Olympic rand Pralyrnpi.
Journey fo London 21312

Published by John Wiley & sons
price £29.99
This book covers the history of the Modem
Summer Olympic Games and Paralympic games
from the time of Dr Brookes to the 2012 London
Summer Games and Paralympic Games. While
as the title suggests the book deals extensively
with the British and the Olympics with a chapter
on each of the three games celebrated in London
it also includes major events and individual
achievements in all games by athletes from
Great Britain and other nations

Many of the 250 plus illustrations were new to me and include athletes from the Paralympic
Games The final chapter is titled Great Expectations and covers the story of London 2012 so
far including coloured illustrations of winning the Bid and some early test events The chapter
includes details of all the Olympic Venues some of which are illustrated in colour.
One of the highlights of the book is the large number of information text boxes in the margins.
They include details of many of the best known Olympic Gold medal winners., Medal tables
from all Summer and Paralympic Games, and addition information e.g. listing discontinued
sports.

Sochi 2014 - issues from Russian Republics: Update

Following publication of the article in Torch Bearer on pages 190192 of Volume 28 regarding designs inscribed as Altai and
Bashkiria - Republics of Russia, it has been established that the
level of autonomy granted to Russian Republics does not extend
to the provision of postal services or the production of postage
stamps. These items are clearly bogus. Whilst they may be
considered as Cinderella items, serious consideration should be
given to the prices at which they are offered.
Items inscribed Burundi and Mali, have also been seen from sellers
located in Russia. Some of these designs bear remarkable
similarities with those inscribed for the Russian Republics.
Buyer beware?
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It's nor too early to start your planning for the next World Olympic
Collectors Fair which includes a speciat exhibition of memorabilia,
"Greece and the Olympic Games: 1894-2012". Fair participants
will enjoy special privileges, inclinling accreditation for attending
the handing over ceremony of thefinme at the Panathenaic Stadium
on 17 May. A 'my( variety of sightseeing and tour options will also he
availablijor attendees. There will be a limited number of vendor takes,
so early hooking is essential to ensure ayhice at the Fair.
Final details will be available soon.

17-20 Maq 2012
Zappeion Had
Athens, Greece

MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC COLLECTORS
Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year will be sent to
members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates
are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
All applications should be made to the Secretary.
Subscription rates for 2012 are:
U.K. £14.00; Europe, £17.00 (€ 24, $US 35).
Outside Europe, £19.00 (€ 27, $US 39, $AU 42)
Acceptable forms of payment: Sterling, $US, $Australian or € currency notes; Sterling
cheques; PayPal - in £ sterling.
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Olympic Games Memorabilia
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Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
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Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.
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Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 265, Corona Del Mar CA 92625 USA
Tel. (949) 715-9808 • Fax (949) 715-1871
ingriti@ioneil.com • www.ioneil.com
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